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In this paper we extend a well-known a priori bound by Aleksandrov and Pucci
for the solution of the Dirichlet problem for a uniformly elliptic operator in
nonvariational form with discontinuous coefficients in a bounded open subset V of
R n to the case V is unbounded, under the assumption that the solution satisfies a
suitable condition at infinity. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be an open subset of R n, n G 2. Let us consider the uniformly
elliptic operator
n 2 n­ ­
L [ y a q a q a, i j i­ x ­ x ­ xi j ii , js1 is1
where the coefficients a , a , and a are real functions defined on V.i j i
w x  w x wIn a fundamental and now classic work by Pucci 7 see also 2 and 6,
x. ` .Chap. 9 , it was shown that if V is bounded, a s a g L V , a , a gi j ji i
n 2, n 0 .  .  .L V , a G 0, and u g W V l C V is a solution of the problem
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then it results that
5 5 ` 5 5 nu F k f , 1.2 .L V . L V .
where the constant k, which value is explicitly written, depends only on n,
5 5 `on the diameter of V, on the ellipticity constant, on the a , and onL V .i j
5 5 nthe a .L V .i
w xIn 2 the case V unbounded was studied also, with the additional
hypotheses that V satisfies a ``thinness condition at infinity'' and the
2, n 0 ` .  .  .  .solution u of problem 1.1 is in W V l C V l L V .loc
w xIn a recent paper 13 , the case V unbounded without restrictions on V
 w x.also was studied, but with the hypothesis stronger than that in 2 that the
solution u is infinitesimal at infinity.
In the present paper we extend the Aleksandrov]Pucci result so that it
can hold for an arbitrary unbounded open subset, under the assumption
that f belongs to a weighted space and the solution u satisfies a condition
at infinity, which does not necessarily imply that u is infinitesimal at
infinity.
 . More exactly, we denote as r a weight function in A V see Section 20
.for the definition such that ess inf r ) 0 and r is infinite at infinity.V
` .Moreover, we suppose for the coefficients of L that a s a g L V ,i j ji
n . n .a g VM V , a g M V , ess inf a ) 0, and that u is a solution of thei V
problem
2, n 0u g W V l C V , Lu s f , .  .loc
nf g M V for some q g R, .qP .
qu s 0, lim r u x s 0, .  .<­ V
< <x ªq`
n . n . n .where the spaces M V , VM V , and M V are defined in Sections 2q
and 4.
In the previous hypotheses and if there exists a suitable regularization of
`  .r, we show that u g L V andq
5 5 ` 5 5 nu F c f , 1.3 .L V . M V .q q
`  .where L V is some weighted space and the constant c depends only onq
5 5 ` 5 5 nn, on the ellipticity constant, on the a , on the a , on aL V . M V .i j i
w n 2 x1r2modulus of continuity of the function  a , on the ess inf a ) 0,is1 i V
< <on q , and on r and its regularization.
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Thanks to this result, we also are able to study the following problem in
weighted spaces:
2, n 1, nÊu g W V l W V , Lu s f , .  .loc q
P .q nf g M V for some q g R, .q
Ê 1, n .where W V is defined in Section 2.q
We prove that if V has the cone property, if the coefficients of L satisfy
 .the previous hypotheses, and if u is a solution of the problem P , thenq
`  .  .u g L V and verifies the estimate 1.3 .q
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we introduce the main notations and the function spaces
n  .we deal with. For every x g R and t g R we denote by B x; t the openq
ball centered at x of radius t and, for any subset A of R n, denote by
 .  .A x; t the intersection A l B x; t .
Let V be an open subset of R n, n G 2. We say that a function r belongs
 .to A V if and only if r : V ª R and it satisfies the conditionq
r x .
sup log - q`. 2.1 .
r y .x , ygV
< <  .xyy -r y
 .We can easily show that 2.1 holds for a function r : V ª R if andq
only if there exists a constant g g R such thatq
gy1r y F r x F gr y ; y g V , ; x g V y ; r y . 2.2 .  .  .  .  . .
w x  .Moreover it is known 11 that for every r g A V , we can find a
constant c g R such that0 q
< <r x F c q x ; x g V . 2.3 .  .0
 . w xFor more information about A V , we refer to 11, 3]5 .
 .  .If we denote by A V the subset of the measurable elements of A V0
 .and we fix r g A V , we can introduce three different weight function0
`  . p . r , p .spaces L V , M V , and W V as follows.q q q
`  .For every q g R, L V is the space of measurable functions h: V ª Cq
q ` .such that r h belongs to L V endowed with the norm
5 5 ` 5 q 5 `h s r h .L V . L V .q
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w w p .For every p g 1, q` and q g R, M V is the space of measurableq
q p  .functions g : V ª C such that r g belongs to L V and verify theloc
condition
5 5 p 5 q 5 pg [ sup r g - q`. 2.4 .M V . L V  x ; 1..q
xgV
5 5 p  . p .We claim that the function ? defined in 2.4 is a norm on M V .M V . qq
p . p . w xThe space M V [ M V has been deeply studied in 8, 9 .0
w w r , p .On the other hand, if r g N , p g 1, q` , and q g R, W V is the0 q
q a p .space of measurable functions u: V ª C such that r ­ u g L V for
< <a F r, normed by
5 5 r , p 5 q a 5 pu [ r ­ u . 2.5 .W V . L V .q
< <a Fr
Ê r , p .Moreover, in the sequel we agree to denote as W V the closure ofq
` . r , p . w xC V in W V . We refer, for example, to 12 for more information0 q
r , p .about W V .q
3. TOOLS
If f and g are two functions defined on V with values in R , in theq
following we say that they are equivalent, f ; g, when there exist two
constants c , c g R such that1 2 q
c f x F g x F c f x ; x g V , .  .  .1 2
and we write
1r21r2n n
2 2f [ f , f [ f . x x x x x xi i j /  /
is1 i , js1
Moreover we let V be unbounded.
 .Now we assign a function r g A V to verify the additional conditions0
ess inf r ) 0, 3.1 .V
lim r x s q`. 3.2 .  .
< <x ªq`
 .  .  .An example of a function in A V satisfying 3.1 and 3.2 is0
< <1 q x




2 0 .  .  .H there exists a function s g C V l C V such that
 .i s ; r,
 .  .ii sup s q ss - q`.V x x x
Remark 1. We explicitly point out that if, for example, V has the cone
w x  .  .property 1 for every fixed r g A V there exists a function s g A V l0
` 0, 1 .  .  . w xC V l C V satisfying H 11 .
` .Fix a cutoff function f g C R such that0 q
w x w w0 F f F 1, f t s 1 if t g 0, 1 , f t s 0 if t g 2, q` . .  .
3.3 .
 .Then we can introduce a sequence of functions z defined ask k g N
< <x
z : x g V ¬ f ;k g N. 3.4 .k  /k
 .If we put V [ V 0; k , we easily have, for every k g N, thatk
n `0 F z F 1, z s 1 on V , z s 0 on R _ V , z g C V . .k k k k 2 k k 0
3.5 .
Furthermore, since s ; r, there exist c , c g R such that0 2 q
< < < <s x F c c q x \ g x ; x g V . .  . .2 0
Now we can show that suitably combining the functions g and z , wek
 .can determine a sequence of functions x , whose elements play ak k g N
fundamental role in the sequel.
Let us define, for every k g N,
x x [ z x g 2k q 1 y z x s x , x g V . 3.6 .  .  .  .  .  . .k k k
Simple calculations show that
s x F x x , if x g V , 3.7 .  .  .k 2 k
x x F 1 q c s x , if x g V , 3.8 .  .  .  .k k 2 k
s x s x x , if x g R n _ V , 3.9 .  .  .k 2 k
where c g R depends only on k.k q
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So for any k g N, it holds that
s ; x 3.10 .k
and
s q ; x q ;q g R. 3.11 .k
Moreover, we can easily check that there exists c g R such that3 q
sup x q s x F c ;k g N. 3.12 .  .  . .k k 3x x x
V
4. MAIN RESULTS
Let us consider the differential operator
n 2 n­ ­
L [ y a q a q a, 4.1 . i j i­ x ­ x ­ xi j ii , js1 is1
with
 .  .I i a s a , i, j s 1, . . . , n,1 i j ji
n
2 2 n< < < <'m , n g R s.t. n j F a j j F m j a.e. on V , ;j g R ;q i j i j
i , js1
 . n . n .i a g VM V , i s 1, . . . , n; a g M V , a [ ess inf a ) 0.2 i 0 V
n . w xThe previous space VM V , introduced and studied in 10 , is defined
as
n n 5 5 nVM V [ g g M V : lim sup g s 0 . .  . L V  x ; r .. 5qrª0 xgV
n .We recall that a modulus of continuity for a g g VM V is a nonnega-
x xtive function x , defined in 0, 1 , such thatg
5 5 nlim x r s 0, sup g F x r . .  .L V  x ; r ..g gqrª0 xgV
5 5 nIn the following we put b [ max a and denote as x aM V .is1, . . . , n i
w n 2 x1r2modulus of continuity of the function  a .is1 i
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 .  .THEOREM 1. If H and I are fulfilled and u is a solution of the
problem
2, n 0u g W V l C V , Lu s f , .  .loc
nf g M V for some q g R, .qP .
qu s 0, lim r u x s 0, .  .<­ V
< <x ªq`
`  .then u g L V andq
5 5 ` 5 5 nu F c f , 4.2 .L V . M V .q q
 < < .where c s c n, m, n , b , x , a , q , r, s g R .0 q
 .Proof. First of all we observe that if u is a solution of P , then, for
every k g N, ¨ [ x qu is a solution of the problemk k
2, n 0¨ g W V l C V , .  .loc
n n
k k qy a ¨ q a ¨ q a ¨ s x f q w ¨ , i j x x i x k ki j iP .k i , js1 is1
¨ s 0, lim ¨ x s 0, .<­ V
< <x ªq`
where
n a x . xjs1 i j k jka s a q 2 q , i s 1, . . . , n ,i i xk
ak s a y ck
with
n a x x n a x .  .  .x x xxi , js1 i j k k i , js1 i j kj i ji2c s q q q y q , .k 2 xx kk
n a x . xis1 i k i
w s q .k xk
Furthermore, there exists k g N such that0
a0kess inf a G ) 0 ;k G k ,V 02
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since for every k g N, c s 0 on V , and there exists a constant c g R ,k k 4 q
independent of k, such that
c4
< <c F .k 2r
w xSo for every integer k, k G k , the hypotheses of Corollary 2 in 13 are0
verified; hence the estimate
5 5 ` 5 q 5 n¨ F c x f q w ¨ 4.3 .ÃL V . M V .k k k k
 < < .holds, with c s c n, m, n , b , x , a , q , r, s g R .Ã Ã 0 q
On the other hand, since
1
;e g R 'k g N s.t. sup F e ,q 1 sV_V k1
we have that
nx .k x
n n `5 5 < < 5 5 5 5w ¨ F q sup a ¨M V . M V . L V .k k i k 5xV_V k is1k
1
`< < 5 5F q c nb sup ¨ L V .3 k /sV_V k
< < 5 5 `  4F e nb q c ¨ ;k G max k , k .L V .3 k 0 1
 .  < < .So, from 4.3 , for e s 1r 2nb q c c , we haveÃ3
5 5 ` 5 q 5 n  4¨ F 2c x f ;k G max k , k .ÃL V . M V .k k 0 1
 4Then, by fixing an integer k, k G max k , k , the proof ends by virtue of0 1
` p .  .  .3.11 and the definition of the weighted spaces L V and M V .q q
Until now we have done no regularity assumptions on V; it was just an
unbounded open subset of R n. Keeping in mind Remark 1, we can show
the following corollary:
 .COROLLARY. If V has the cone property, I is fulfilled, and u is a
solution of the problem
2, n 1, n nÊP u g W V l W V , Lu s f , f g M V .  .  . .q loc q q
for some q g R,
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`  .then u g L V andq
5 5 ` 5 5 nu F c f , 4.4 .ÄL V . M V .q q
 < < .where c s c n, m, n , b , x , a , q , r, s g R .Ä Ä 0 q
Proof. First we observe that
Ê 1, n q Ê 1, nu g W V m s u g W V . .  .q
On the other hand, since V has the cone property}suitably using func-
` n . wtions z g C R such that supp z l V ; V, Gagliardo's theorem 1, pp.0
x68]70 and the Sobolev]Morrey theorem}we have
2, n 1, nÊu g W V l W V .  .loc q
q 2, n 1, nÊ« s u g W V l W V .  .loc
q 0 q q« s u g C V , s u s 0, and lim s u x s 0 .  .  .<­ V
< <x ªq`
0 q« u g C V , u s 0, and lim r u x s 0. .  .  .<­ V
< <x ªq`
Then the result follows by applying Theorem 1.
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